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‘‘Proselytization is the deadliest sin that ever sapped the founda-

tions of truth.’’
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God went and spoke to Noah. ‘‘I am going to send a flood that will

wash this wicked old world away’’ said god. ‘‘I want you to build a boat

 an ark  on which to save all that will be needed for a new world to

begin.5
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(Theology)

(Cosmology)

Underhill ‘‘Where the philosopher

gueses and argues, the mystic lives and looks, and speaks, consequently,

the disconnecting language of first hand experience, not the real dialect

of the schools.’’ 



‘‘Mysticism is not an intellectual theory : it is fundamentally an

active formative, creative, elavative and ennobling principle of

life....Mysticism means a spiritual group of the aims and problems of life

in a much more real and ultimate manner than is possible to more reason.

A developing life of mysticism means a gradual ascent in the scale of

spiritual values experience and spiritual ideas. As such, it is many sided

in its development and as many sided and complete as like trouble.

Regarded from this point of all religions particularly of religion as it

appears in the lines of truly religious man. (Chicago, 1927) plx(preface).’’

Dr. W.R., Inge Mysticism in Religion  Pfleiderer

 ‘‘Mysticism is the immediate feeling of the

unity of the self with God. It is nothing, therefore but the fundamental

feeling of religion the religious life at its very heart and centime but what

makes the mystical special tendency inside religion is the endeavour to

fix the immediateness of the life in God as such, as abstractual from all



intervening helps and channels whatever, and find a permanent abode in

the abstract inwardness of a life of pious feeling. (Quoted at 25 of

Mysticism in Religion by Dr. W.R. Inge)

Bertraind Russell

‘‘Mysticism is in essence little more than a certain intensity and

depth of feeling in Regard to what is believed about the universe’’

 W.T. Stace  Russell

‘‘But they ought to know what the experiences themselves are

like better than Russell does and they invariably say that emotions : though

it is not denied that, like occupations they have their own emotional W.R.

Inge. Mysticism and philosophy is 



Pringle Pattison ‘‘Mysticism appears in connection

with the endeavor of the human mind to grasp the divine essence or the

ultimate reality of things and to enjoy the blessedness of actual

Communication with the highest. The first is the philosophic side of

mysticism, the second is its religious side. God ceases to be an object

and becomes an experience’’ ‘‘Mysticism in Religion by Dr. Inge p. 25.’’

Mysticism in

Bhagvad Gita (Calcutta Press 1944 Preface) ‘‘Mysticism is

an approach to Truth and Reality, which can be negatively indicated as

non-logical.’’ 
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The social structure of values, Dr. Radhakamal Mukerjee, p. 21

Encyclopaedia Britanica, Vol. 22, p. 9624

Dictionary of Sociology, B. Bhushan, p.-331
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